We initiated digitization of the Moscow collection of astronomical plates using flatbed scanners. Techniques of photographic photometry of the digital images were applied, enabling an effective search for new variable stars. Our search for new variables among 140000 stars in the 10
Introduction
Regular photographic observations of the sky for variable-star studies were started in Moscow in 1895. Since then, several different telescopes were used to take direct sky plates for astrometry and for astrophysics. The Moscow plate archive now contains more than 60000 direct photographs and objectiveprism plates taken in Moscow, at other sites in Russia, and at the Sternberg Institute's observatory in Crimea, Ukraine.
The most important part of the Moscow plate collection are direct sky photographs acquired in 1948-1996 with a 40-cm astrograph. This instrument was ordered by Prof. C. Hoffmeister for Sonneberg Observatory (Germany) and first installed there in 1938. 1658 plates from this telescope, taken in [1938] [1939] [1940] [1941] [1942] [1943] [1944] [1945] , are kept in Sonneberg (the GA series of the Sonneberg plate collection). In 1945, the telescope was taken to the Soviet Union as a part of the World War II reparations. It was initially installed in Simeiz (Crimea), then brought to Kuchino near Moscow, and in 1958 became the first instrument of the Crimean Laboratory of the Sternberg Institute in Nauchny, Crimea. The total number of plates taken with the 40-cm astrograph after 1948 is about 22500. A single attempt of direct comparison between Sonneberg and Crimean plates of the 40-cm astrograph at a blink comparator was undertaken in 1980s (Samus 1983) .
The field of view of the 40-cm astrograph is 10
• × 10 • , on 30 × 30 cm plates (the focal length is 1600 mm). The typical exposure time for the variable-star fields was 45 minutes. The limiting magnitude of good-quality plates is about 17. m 5 (B). The instrument was mainly used for variable-star studies, including search for new variables. For some fields, rich series of plates exist (up to ∼ 500 plates). For variable stars that can be found in several fields, sometimes as many as 1000 photographic plates are available. The list of fields, with numbers of plates obtained, can be found in Internet 1 . Plates are kept in good conditions, most plates, initially of excellent quality, are still perfect.
The Moscow plate collection, like other major astronomical plate collections of the world, has been actively used for scientific research for decades. It still contains a large amount of significant information never used by researchers, as indicated by discoveries of interesting events missed at the time of observation, like the discovery of Nova Aql 1985 (V1680 Aql) made 17 years later (Antipin et al. 2002) .
Guaranteed conservation of the vast amounts of information contained in the plate collection and its use by means of modern methods of image processing require digitization of plate archives. In Moscow, this work commenced in 2004, after the purchase of two Creo EverSmart Supreme II scanners. The initial digitization plans, along with a more detailed description of the Moscow plate archive from different instruments, were presented in Samus et al. (2006) .
Most plates from the 40-cm astrograph were taken for variable-star studies. It was natural to search for new variable stars using digital images obtained in the process of scanning the Moscow collection plates. In our first experiments, we discovered 38 new variable objects (mostly variable stars, but also extragalactic objects) on test partial scans (several square degrees) of star fields photographed with the astrograph (Sokolovsky 2006; Manannikov et al. 2006; Kolesnikova et al. 2007a,b) . We introduced preliminary designations for variable stars discovered in this program with the prefix MDV (Moscow Digital Variable).
There were several other attempts to search for variable objects on digitized photographic plates. Among them are: a search for QSOs on the base of optical variability and zero proper motion criteria (Scholz et al. 1997; Brunzendorf and Meusinger 2001) , a search for long-term variability using Sonneberg archival patrol plates (Vogt et al. 2004 ), a search for novae in M 31 using Tautenburg Schmidt plates (Henze et al. 2008) .
In this paper, we announce the discovery and study of 274 new MDVs in the northern half of the field 66 Oph of the 40-cm astrograph.
Scanning and Reductions
The field 66 Oph (18 h 00. m 3, +4
• 22 ′ , J2000.0) was photographed with the 40-cm astrograph in 1976-1995, a total of 254 plates were acquired.
All these plates were scanned with a resolution of 2540 dpi (1.2 arcseconds per pixel), providing 14 bit per pixel per color. Color images produced by the scanner were saved in the TIFF (RGB) format using the scanner software operating in the Mac OS X environment. In our further reductions, we made use only of the green channel of each image, selected empirically. The files were then moved to a Linux server equipped with a 5 TB RAID array for storage and subsequent analysis. The images were converted to the FITS format using custom-written software 2 . In this paper, we present our analysis of the northern half of the field (10
• × 5
• ) containing about 140000 stars within our detection limits (see below). The response to a point source of a given brightness on a large-scale photographic plate is subject to strong spatial variations. Obvious reasons for that include aberrations in the optics of the astrograph (coma, vignetting, etc.) , inhomogeneity in photographic emulsion coating, and differences in airmass for stars in different parts of a plate. All these factors are expected to be relatively weak functions of coordinates on a plate. To overcome these complexities, the 10
• field was subdivided into 72 nearlysquare subfields. The influence of systematic factors is assumed to be the same for all stars in a given subfield. Each subfield was analyzed separately using VaST 3 software (Sokolovsky and Lebedev 2005) , the results were combined at the final stage.
For star detection and aperture photometry, VaST uses the well-known SExtractor code (Bertin and Arnouts 1996) . All objects identified by SExtractor as blended or non-point sources were excluded from further consideration because such sources produce many false detections in a variability search. Aperture photometry was performed with a circular aperture. The aperture diameter was automatically selected for each image to compensate for seeing variations. This method was preferred against the variable elliptical aperture photometry (parameter MAG AUTO) enabled by default in SExtractor, because the addition of extra degrees of freedom (the aperture shape and size determined for each star separately) deteriorate the quality of measurements of faint stars. The SExtractor parameters and the aperture diameter were selected to optimize measurements of stars in the 13.5-16.5 mag (B) range. This magnitude range was preferred because brighter variable stars in this particular field have mostly been already discovered in the ASAS-3 (Pojmanski 2002 ) and ROTSE-I/NSVS (Woźniak et al. 2004 ) CCD surveys, both covering the near-equatorial field of our plates.
The VaST code automatically matches stars detected on an image by SExtractor with stars detected on the reference image using the technique of the search for similar triangles. One of the best photographs was chosen as a reference image. Magnitudes of stars were measured by SExtractor in an instrumental scale with respect of the background level of the current image. All measured magnitudes were converted to the instrumental system of the reference image by approximating the relation between magnitudes on the current and reference images with a parabolic function. All stars matched on the images were used to establish this relation. Visual inspection confirms that this approximation works well in the required range of magnitudes.
The resulting light curves are characterized by an rms error of 0.05-0.15 mag for stars in the 13.5-16.5 mag range.
The Method of the Search for Variability and Its Limitations
A light curve of a variable star is, obviously, characterized by a larger scatter of magnitude measurements compared to non-variable stars measured on the same series of images. However, the precision of magnitude measurements for a particular star is a function not only of its brightness but of many different factors, like the presence of close companions and image defects. That is why a variability search based solely on magnitude scatter as a function of a star's magnitude is inefficient, at least for noisy photographic data, and will result either in dramatic incompleteness or in a very large number of false "positive" detections. To deal with the problem, we extensively use time information contained in our data, as described below.
The search for variability in a sample of light curves was conducted in several steps. First, the relation rms deviation -instrumental magnitude was constructed for each subfield. Stars with rms deviations in excess of the average for their magnitudes were selected using a soft criterion. The second step was to study time series for each selected star for periodicities using a number of complementary algorithms:
• Our own version of the Phase Dispersion Minimization algorithm, developed by one of the authors (D.M.K.).
• An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA, Schwarzenberg-Czerny 1989 , 1996 technique. We made use of the C code from DeBiL package (Devor 2005) implementing this algorithm.
• Box Least Squares algorithm (Kovács et al. 2002) originally developed for search for transiting extrasolar planets. This algorithm has proven to be useful in identifying Algol-type variables among photographic light curves.
The listed algorithms provide means to judge on the statistical significance of detected periodicities. The period significance cut-offs for candidate selection were chosen for each algorithm using a number of previously found variable stars. Along with the periodicity search approach, we used the variability detection algorithm proposed by Welch and Stetson (1993) to search for slow (compared to typical time sampling of our photographic light curves) non-periodic brightness variations which are often found for post-AGB and AGB stars and for active galactic nuclei. This technique was used mostly as a complementary one but not as a main candidate-selection method. Surprisingly, we found that slow irregular variables could often be detected by spurious periodicities found by period-search techniques even if the light variations are non-periodic. These false periods are usually found around integer multiples of 1 day and they correspond to beat frequencies between the typical light-curve sampling frequency and the characteristic frequency of real light variations. In such cases, visual inspection of a light curve readily reveals the true character of variability. Fig. 1 shows the results of our variable-star search in a small subfield that gave 8 detections of variable stars (some of them known).
Magnitudes of all detected variable stars were then converted to the B scale using a number of USNO-A2.0 stars (Monet et al. 1998) . The relation between the instrumental magnitudes and the USNO-A2.0 B magnitudes for each subfield was, again, approximated by a parabolic function. This step was performed after the selection of variable-star candidates since possible errors on this stage could introduce additional noise into light curves. A sample calibration diagram for a subfield is displayed in Fig. 2 .
Having selected the candidates, we then studied their brightness variations using the WinEFK software written by Dr. V.P. Goranskij and kindly made available to us. This software permits to view light curves, to look for periodicities using several well-known algorithms (Deeming, Lafler-Kinman, etc.), MDV 92, No. 4, MDV 91, No. 5, MDV 72, No. 6, V940 Oph, No. 7, MDV 83, No. 8 is one of suspected variables for our future CCD studies. No such objects were found in the field described in this paper. However, T Tau variables found during a special search in the field of V451 Tau show exactly this behavior. The results of the variability search in the V451 Tau field will be discussed elsewhere.
The second limitation results from the properties of the VaST software. This software constructs light curves only for those stars detected on the reference image for which the total number of detections exceeds 30. This approach effectively avoids many false star detections (because of plate flaws, dust, and large grains of the emulsion) but remains sensitive even to the faintest stars visible on the plates. However, this makes us completely insensitive to any transient phenomena (Novae, dwarf nova outbursts, etc.) that can be present on the plates.
Results
As expected, we detected rather many known variable stars. They were analyzed along with the new variables (see below), but this paper deals with only those of them for which our results significantly correct or append published information.
We have discovered a total of 274 new variable stars (MDV 39 -MDV 312). They are presented in Table 1 . Among these stars, there are 2 probable Population II Cepheids; 81 eclipsing variables; 5 highamplitude δ Sct stars (HADSs); 82 RR Lyr stars; 62 red irregular variables and 41 red semiregular stars; 1 slow irregular variable not red in color (MDV 80).
Our phased photographic light curves of the new periodic variable stars (with the exception of some of the red semiregular variables) can be found at the web site of our team 4 . Fig. 3 shows, as an example, the first eight phased light curves. Fig. 4 is the light curve of MDV 80. The observations of all the new variable stars are also available at our web site 5 . Most new red variable stars we have detected also definitely vary in the NSVS observations. It should be specially noted that we did not use the NSVS data to discover new variables in our field but attracted them only for independent confirmation of our discoveries. Table 1 does not include some 30 stars we have selected as variability suspects. Their amplitudes are too small for reliable judgment from photographic data if they are genuine variable stars. We are planning special follow-up CCD observations to confirm and study these variables. We were able to confirm variability of 11 stars earlier in the NSV catalogue. Six of them are periodic variables, for them we present the light elements for the first time. The remaining five stars are red irregular variables. We also determined new light elements for two GCVS stars: the period we find for the eclipsing star V947 Oph is completely different from that in Götz et al. (1957) , and we present the first light elements for the RR Lyr variable V2087 Oph. The data on the 13 known variables are presented in Table 2 . The coordinates given in Tables 1 and 2 , unless stated, are from the 2MASS point-source catalogue (Cutri et al. 2003) . The light curves for the eight periodic stars are displayed in Fig. 5 .
Conclusions
We have successfully developed necessary techniques to digitize plates of the Moscow collection, search for variable stars using digital images, perform photographic photometry. These techniques will be further improved and repeatedly used in our future research. Its results will be published separately and presented at our web site 6 . This study resulted in the discovery and investigation of 274 new variable stars of different types, periodic and aperiodic, fast and slow, in a 10
• field, demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach. Additionally, we found about 30 variability suspects for follow-up CCD studies, confirmed variability of 11 stars from the NSV catalog, and determined light elements for 2 GCVS stars. All these results were achieved for a field rather well-studied for stellar variability before. 
